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 Issue: News 
 Program Name: Associated Press News, read by Notre Dame students and WSND 
 community announcers 
 Aired Monday-Friday at 7:30am, 8:30am, 12:30pm, 4:30pm and 5:30pm 
 04/07/22 - The Senate is expected to confirm Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson 
 on Thursday, securing her place as the first Black woman on the high court and giving President 
 Joe Biden a bipartisan endorsement for his historic pick. Three Republican senators have said 
 they will support Jackson, who would replace Justice Stephen Breyer when he retires this 
 summer. While the vote will be far from the overwhelming bipartisan confirmations for Breyer 
 and other justices in decades past, it will still be a significant bipartisan accomplishment for 
 Biden in the narrow 50-50 Senate after GOP senators aggressively worked to paint Jackson as 
 too liberal. 

 04/14/22 - Anti-virus controls are shutting down some of China’s biggest cities and fueling public 
 irritation as infections rise. That is hurting a slowing economy and prompting warnings of 
 possible global shockwaves. Shanghai is easing rules that confined most of its 25 million people 
 to their homes, but most of its businesses are closed. Other cities are cutting off access or 
 closing factories and schools. Nomura economists warned spring planting by farmers might be 
 disrupted. That might boost demand for imported wheat and other food and push up already 
 high global prices. The closures are an embarrassment to the ruling Communist Party and a 
 setback for official efforts to shore up slumping growth in the world’s second-largest economy. 

 04/20/22 - The Russian military says it has successfully performed the first test of a new 
 intercontinental ballistic missile, a weapon President Vladimir Putin said would make the West 
 "think twice" before harboring any aggressive intentions against Russia. The test launch of the 
 Sarmat missile comes amid soaring tensions between Moscow and the West over the Russian 
 military action in Ukraine, underlining the Kremlin's focus on the country's nuclear forces. 
 Russia's Defense Ministry said the Sarmat ICBM was launched today from the Plesetsk military 
 launch facility in northern Russia and its practice warheads successfully reached mock targets 
 on the far eastern Kamchatka Peninsula. Pentagon press secretary John Kirby said that Russia 
 had given the U.S. an advance notice about the launch. 

 Issue: Politics 
 Program Name: PBS Newshour 
 Aired Monday-Friday, 7-8pm 
 04/11/22 - Monday on the NewsHour, a miles-long Russian convoy is heading toward eastern 
 Ukraine as civilians desperately try to escape ahead of an expected major military offensive. 
 Then, the U.S. Postal Service gets a reboot with new laws aimed at fixing long-standing budget 



 woes and shipping delays. Also, 50 years after Title IX became law girls are still experiencing 
 discrimination in sports. 

 04/21/22 - Thursday on the NewsHour, the U.S. will send more weapons to Ukraine and 
 welcome refugees, as world leaders consider war crimes against Russia as the fight between 
 the two countries wages on. The White House announces a new strategy to combat rising 
 fatalities from drug overdoses. Strategists from both sides of the aisle discuss what their parties 
 need to do to win midterm elections this year. And Florida’s ‘Don’t Say Gay’ bill puts the beloved 
 Walt Disney Corporation in an uncomfortable position. 

 04/28/22 - Thursday on the NewsHour, President Biden's request to Congress for $33 billion 
 more in aid for Ukraine underscores the U.S. is bracing for a prolonged conflict. Then, with a 
 new report showing the economy contracting, experts weigh whether this or other signs of 
 resilience matter more for the future. Also, how researchers are trying to help close the gap in 
 global vaccine distribution. 

 Issue: The Environment 
 Program Name: StarDate 
 Aired daily at noon and 5pm Monday-Friday on WSND-FM 
 04/01/22 - Two planets are staging an impressive encounter in the early morning sky. They’re 
 quite low in the southeast at first light, not far to the upper right of Venus, the “morning star.” 
 Mars and Saturn aren’t nearly as bright as Venus. But their proximity to it — and to each other 
 — will help them stand out. Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun — one spot farther than 
 Earth. Like Earth, it’s a ball of rock and metal. It has an atmosphere, but it’s not especially 
 inviting. The air is extremely thin and cold, and Mars has no magnetic field to protect life from 
 radiation. Spacecraft have found that Mars was much more welcoming billions of years ago, so 
 it could have supported life when it was younger. 

 04/09/22 - Crows aren’t very popular. They’re loud and messy, and they’re generally thought of 
 as devious pests. According to Greek mythology, though, that wasn’t always the case. 
 Originally, crows had silver-white feathers and beautiful voices. But a crow that misbehaved 
 angered one of the gods, who transformed all crows as part of the punishment. The story is told 
 in three constellations: Crater, the cup; Hydra, the water snake; and Corvus, which represents 
 the crow itself. The myth says the god Apollo gave the crow a cup and sent him to fetch some 
 water. As the crow flew toward the nearest spring, though, he saw a fig tree and dropped in for a 
 snack. But the figs were still green, so he had to wait several days for them to ripen. 

 04/24/22 - Living on Mars wouldn’t be easy. The air is thin and cold. Dust storms can blanket the 
 entire planet. And there’s no magnetic field to block harmful radiation from space. So some 
 space enthusiasts have suggested that we “terraform” the Red Planet — make it more like 
 Earth. One way to do so would be to create a magnetic field. It would prevent storms on the Sun 
 from eroding the atmosphere. And it would deflect charged particles from the Sun and from 
 outside the solar system. Earth’s magnetic field is generated deep inside our planet. Different 



 layers rotate at different rates. That sets up an electric dynamo, which generates the magnetic 
 field. 

 Issue: News 
 Program Name: Associated Press News, read by Notre Dame students and WSND 
 community announcers 
 Aired Monday-Friday at 7:30am, 8:30am, 12:30pm, 4:30pm and 5:30pm 
 05/11/22 - The Senate has failed vote in an effort toward enshrining Roe v. Wade abortion 
 access into federal law. Wednesday's 51-49 negative vote almost along party lines provided a 
 stark display of the nation's partisan divide over the landmark court decision and the limits of 
 legislative action. The afternoon roll call promised to be the first of several efforts in Congress to 
 preserve the nearly 50-year-old court ruling. President Joe Biden called on Congress to pass 
 legislation that would guarantee the constitutional right to abortion services after the disclosure 
 of a draft Supreme Court opinion that would overturn Roe v. Wade. But Democrats in the split 
 Senate lacked the votes to overcome a Republican-led filibuster. 

 05/18/22 - The pandemic vastly changed the way Americans spend money and now as they 
 return to pre-pandemic behavior, they're tripping up retailers again. That dynamic has only been 
 intensified in recent months as inflation jumps sharply, and the latest financial report from Target 
 underscores the challenges. Target reported today that its profit tumbled 52% compared with 
 the same period last year in an environment of rising costs for things like fuel, and also a 
 lightning quick return by consumers to more normalized spending. Purchases of big TVs and 
 appliances that Americans loaded up on during the pandemic have faded, leaving big retailers 
 with bloated inventory that must be marked down to sell. 
 As a result, stocks are falling sharply on Wall Street today. That comes a day after Walmart cited 
 inflation for its own weak results. The Dow Jones Industrial Average gave up more than 1,100 
 points, or 3.5% and the tech-heavy Nasaq pulled back 4.6%. The S&P 500, the benchmark for 
 many index funds, fell 4%. 

 Issue: Politics 
 Program Name: PBS Newshour 
 Aired Monday-Friday, 7-8pm 
 05/02/22 - Monday on the NewsHour, evacuations of Ukrainian civilians from Mariupol continue 
 as Russian forces resume their attack on a major steel plant and the war's global impact 
 worsens. Then, former President Trump pushes Republican candidates in the Ohio Senate 
 primary further to the right. Plus, a successful labor vote at an Amazon warehouse in New York 
 City accelerates organizing efforts nationwide. 

 05/09/22 - Monday on the NewsHour, Vladimir Putin on Victory Day paints Russia's brutal 
 invasion of Ukraine as a response to Western policies. Then, a lawyer who argued a landmark 
 abortion rights case before the Supreme Court discusses the possibility of Roe v. Wade being 
 overturned. Plus, Afghanistan's ordinary citizens struggle to meet their basic needs as the 
 Taliban further restricts the rights of women. 



 05/16/22 - Monday on the NewsHour, Buffalo residents grapple with grief and trauma after the 
 mass shooting that police say was motivated by racism. Then, the ambassadors of Finland and 
 Sweden discuss the future of security in Europe following their requests to join NATO. Plus, as 
 the number of COVID-19 deaths hits 1 million in the U.S., a highly transmissible subvariant 
 threatens to prolong the pandemic. 

 Issue: The Environment 
 Program Name: StarDate 
 Aired daily at noon and 5pm Monday-Friday on WSND-FM 
 05/04/22 - A meager but reliable meteor shower should be at its best in the hours before sunrise 
 tomorrow. There won’t be any moonlight to interfere with the show, so it’s worth a look. The Eta 
 Aquarid shower is spawned by Halley’s Comet. As the comet orbits the Sun, it loses grains of 
 rock and dirt. Earth flies through this trail of debris twice a year — in May and October. When it 
 does, some of the comet dust rams into Earth’s atmosphere. The debris is moving at about 
 150,000 miles per hour, so the particles quickly vaporize. That produces the glowing streaks 
 known as meteors or shooting stars. 

 05/14/22 - The edge of the realm of the planets is marked by Neptune, the Sun’s fourth-largest 
 major planet. It’s almost four times Earth’s diameter. But you need strong binoculars or a 
 telescope to pick it out. For the next few mornings, though, it’s a little easier to spot than 
 average. That’s because it’s passing close to bright Mars. Neptune looks so faint because it’s 
 remote — an average of 2.8 billion miles from both Earth and the Sun. At that range, the Sun is 
 just one-tenth of one percent as bright as it appears from Earth. That means there’s not much 
 sunlight to illuminate the planet. And despite its size, Neptune is a tiny target in our skies. 

 05/24/22 - Space flight is hard on the human body. Astronauts lose muscle mass and bone 
 density. They’re exposed to radiation that increases the risk of cancer and other problems. And 
 that’s just the beginning. Long flights aboard the International Space Station have led to 
 changes in the eyes, blood, and brain. Most astronauts who’ve spent at least six months in orbit 
 have reported vision problems. The eye can change shape, and connections between the eye 
 and the optic nerve can be frayed. Researchers aren’t sure what causes the problems. It could 
 be simply the lack of gravity, but other factors could be at work as well. 

 Issue: News 
 Program Name: Associated Press News, read by Notre Dame students and WSND 
 community announcers 
 Aired Monday-Friday at 7:30am, 8:30am, 12:30pm, 4:30pm and 5:30pm 
 06/01/22 - A jury has ruled in favor of Johnny Depp in his libel lawsuit against ex-wife Amber 
 Heard, vindicating his stance that Heard fabricated claims that she was abused by Depp before 
 and during their brief marriage. The jury also found in favor of Heard, who said she was 
 defamed by Depp's lawyer when he called her abuse allegations a hoax. Jury members found 
 Depp should be awarded $15 million in damages, while Heard should receive $2 million. Depp 
 sued Heard for libel in Virginia over a December 2018 op-ed she wrote describing herself as "a 



 public figure representing domestic abuse." His lawyers said he was defamed by the article 
 even though it never mentioned his name. 

 06/20/22 - Russia's military machine is persevering in its ferocious effort to grind down Ukraine's 
 defenses. Combat in eastern areas of Ukraine reportedly is entering a decisive phase. Ukraine's 
 deputy defense minister said the Kremlin had ordered its military to overrun the entire eastern 
 Luhansk region by next Sunday. In that region, which in recent weeks has become the focal 
 point of Moscow's attempt to impose its will on its neighbor, battles are raging for the control of 
 multiple villages. The war's consequences for food and fuel supplies are increasingly weighing 
 on minds around the globe after warnings that the fighting could go on for years. 

 06/29/22 - R. Kelly has been sentenced to 30 years in prison for using his R&B superstardom to 
 subject young fans to systematic sexual abuse. The singer and songwriter was convicted of 
 racketeering and sex trafficking last year at a trial that gave voice to accusers who had once 
 wondered if their stories were ignored because they were Black women. U.S. District Judge Ann 
 Donnelly imposed the sentence at a courthouse in Brooklyn. The sentence caps a slow-motion 
 fall for Kelly, who is 55. He remained adored by legions of fans even after allegations about his 
 abuse of young girls began circulating publicly in the 1990s. 

 Issue: Politics 
 Program Name: PBS Newshour 
 Aired Monday-Friday, 7-8pm 
 06/06/22 - Monday on the NewsHour, after another deadly weekend of shootings we explore 
 why doctors are calling gun violence in the U.S. an epidemic. Then, British Prime Minister Boris 
 Johnson survives a no-confidence vote by his own Conservative Party as the country considers 
 the monarchy’s next chapter. Plus, efforts to make Boston more resilient to climate change are 
 pricing out longtime residents. 

 06/16/22 - Thursday on the NewsHour, the Jan. 6 the committee zeroes in on how former 
 President Trump pushed Mike Pence to overturn the 2020 election. Then, a Brazilian fisherman 
 confesses to the murder of a journalist and an Indigenous rights activist. Also, how decades of 
 work by anti-abortion activists laid the ground work for the expected Supreme Court decision 
 that would roll back reproductive rights. 

 06/27/22 - Monday on the NewsHour, after the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade, we 
 explore what Americans think of the ruling and the court itself. Then, the G-7 unveils a new 
 round of sanctions against Russia's already faltering economy in retaliation for its bombardment 
 of Ukraine. Plus, a university program brings painting, music and dance into hospitals to help 
 patients during the recovery process. 

 Issue: The Environment 
 Program Name: StarDate 
 Aired daily at noon and 5pm Monday-Friday on WSND-FM 



 06/06/22 - You don’t have to be an expert on the night sky to recognize the famous names of 
 some bright stars. There’s brilliant Vega, in the constellation Lyra, which is in the east-northeast 
 as night falls; and Deneb, the tail of Cygnus, the swan, to its lower left. Regulus, the heart of 
 Leo, the lion, is to the lower right of the Moon, with Pollux and Castor, the twins of Gemini, low 
 in the west-northwest. Many other star names aren’t so well known — even to professional 
 astronomers. That’s because quite a few of the names are new. So in the same constellations 
 as those famous stars, we also have Chason, Fawaris, Shama, and Jishui — stars named in 
 just the last few years. 

 06/16/22 - The stars at night, are big and bright, deep in the heart of Texas — or at least in West 
 Texas. A new “dark skies reserve” encompasses about 15,000 square miles of western Texas 
 and northern Mexico. It acknowledges that the night sky is already dark, and can help keep it 
 dark in the years ahead. Proper nighttime lighting provides a lot of advantages. It’s good for the 
 ecosystem, because too much light can interfere with the migrations of birds and other animals. 
 It’s good for public safety because light is directed where it’s needed — on the ground. It’s good 
 for astronomy because extra light can spoil the view of stars and galaxies. And it’s good for 
 astro-tourism because dark skies attract stargazers from the world over. 

 06/26/22 - A star that shows us what the Sun will look like billions of years from now arcs high 
 across the sky at this time of year. The star has passed the end of its “normal” lifetime and is 
 well toward its final act. Anser is the brightest star of Vulpecula, the fox. The star’s name means 
 “the goose.” It comes from the constellation’s original name, the fox and goose. 


